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Much in the language occurs with
the help of synonyms, and word
formation even more so. With
the help of synonymous words,
phrases, phrases, words are
formed that represent not only
semantic, but also grammatical
independence: "The metro, as
you know, is a flexible
transport." "The car was
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bendable, the technology of its
production was flexible, and the
process of its creation was
flexible." The use of a
polysemantic word as a synonym
determines its lexical
independence, and hence the
possibility of using it in speech.
Here are a few examples: in a
biology lesson, the teacher talks
about the many animals that are
flexible in natural conditions and
adapted to life in our conditions:
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"Who studies at the biology
department with us?" "What can
bend?". "Can bend." "What was
dying?" At each stage of the
formation of lexical dependence
on synonymous words, one
should take into account the
formulation of the problem, the
statement of the problem, the
conditions and motivation for
which the lexeme is taken. If a
lexeme is given the function of
determining the case of a noun or
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the degree of comparison of an
adjective, then it must be in the
singular in the sentence. In cases
where several meanings of the
verb are indicated in the
explanatory dictionary, their
functions can be divided by
meaning. If among the meanings
of a verbal lexeme there is
something related to personal
pronouns (You, You, We, They,
They, etc.), it should be used in a
single form. If it is associated
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with prepositions (Because of,
Na-s, Pod-o-bo-ro-ki, Dung-o-,
Further), then in the singular, not
the plural form. When in a
sentence the relationship is
equated with the relationship
between the subject and the
predicate, the use of lexemes in
the plural is unacceptable.
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